In an N -body quantum system with a constant electric field, by inverse scattering, we uniquely reconstruct pair potentials, belonging to the optimal class of short-range potentials and longrange potentials, from the high-velocity limit of the Dollard scattering operator. We give a reconstruction formula with an error term.
I Introduction
We study the direct and inverse scattering problems for an N -body quantum mechanical system in an n ≥ 2 dimensional space under Stark effect, i.e. in a constant electric field, with interactions given by pair potentials (multiplication operators).
When we speak of scattering by a potential V , it is common that V is classified as being short-range if the canonical wave operators W ± (H 0 + V, H 0 ) exist, where H 0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian. On the other hand, if they do not exist, we say that we have a long-range potential; in this case we have to modify the free evolution and thus, to define modified wave operators.
As it is well known, the Coulomb potential V c (x) = q/|x| is long-range when H 0 = −△. It is also well known, that V c is short-range in the case of the Stark effect, where H 0 = −△ − E · x, and E is a constant electric field. More generally, potentials V that decay at infinity as V (x) ≈ |x| −γ , γ ≤ 1 are long-range when H 0 = −△ and on the contrary, when there is a constant electric field, they are short-range if 1/2 < γ ≤ 1 and long-range if 0 < γ ≤ 1/2. This feature of the Stark effect is particularly interesting in inverse scattering. For example, because it allows to prove that the Coulomb potential is uniquely determined by the scattering matrix, defined from canonical wave operators, without having to modify the free dynamics, as first proved in [39] .
We denote by m j ∈ R + , q j ∈ R andx j ∈ R n , j = 1, 2, . . . , N , respectively, the masses, the charges and the positions of the particles. The free Hamiltonian generates the free time evolution,
q j E ·x j ,p j = −i∇x j , (1.1) where the electric field E = (−E, 0, . . . , 0), E = |E| > 0 is directed along minus the first coordinate direction. We study the system in the center of mass frame and we separate off the motion of the center of mass q j , is the total charge.
The free Hamiltonian in the center of mass frame is H 0 :=H 0 − H CM ,
H 0 is essentially self-adjoint in the space of Schwartz. We also denote by H 0 the unique self-adjoint extension.
In the center of mass frame the space of states is the Hilbert space, H, represented in configuration space by wave functions φ in on R nN , is the set of momentum space wave functionsφ. Fourier transform maps unitarily L 2 (X) onto L 2 (X). The measures on X and X are equivalent to Lebesgue measure. Given an (abstract) state Φ ∈ H we use both its configuration or momentum space wave functions where appropriate.
As a general reference for multiparticle scattering see e.g. [35] , where Jacobi coordinates are defined These coordinates are obtained by first changing variables from (x 1 ,x 2 ) to ξ 1 =x 2 −x 1 and the center of mass of particles (1) and (2) ,R 12 = (m 1 + m 2 ) −1 (m 1x1 + m 2x2 ). Then we change from (R 12 ,x 3 ) to ξ 2 =x 3 −R 12 and the center of mass of particles (1), (2) , and (3), and so on. In the end we obtain the Jacobi coordinates ξ j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, on X and the center of mass coordinate X CM . In these coordinates H 0 is expressed as , 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1,
ν j and q R j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, are, respectively, the reduced mass and the relative charge of the particle (j + 1) with respect to the masses and the charges of the first j particles. Formula (1.5) shows that the proof that H 0 is essentially self-adjoint in the space of Schwartz reduces to the one in the two-body case. The Jacobi coordinates above are based in the pair of particles (1, 2) in the sense that we have taken as the first coordinate ξ 1 =x 2 −x 1 the relative distance of the particles (1) and (2) . Of course, we can base Jacobi coordinates in any pair of particles (j, k), j, k = 1, 2, ..., N.
In order to determine the potential for a given pair we number the particles in such a way that the given pair consists of particles one and two. By (1.5) we write
under the decomposition of L 2 (X) as
This shows that if the relative charge of the pair (1, 2), (q 2 m 1 − m 2 q 1 )/(m 1 + m 2 ), is different from zero the relative distance of the pair (1, 2) is accelerated by the electric field as in the two-body case. However, if the relative charge is zero both particles are accelerated in the same way by the electric field and the relative distance is not accelerated, and then, with respect to the pair (1, 2) , the relative scattering is as in the case when the external constant electric field is zero. This shows that, for any given pair of particles, the inverse scattering problem has to be formulated as in the two-body case with no electric field if the relative charge of the pair is zero and, as in the two-body case with an electric field, if the relative charge of the pair is different from zero.
For any given pair of particles we construct as in Enss and Weder [19] appropriate states where all particles have high-velocity relative to each other in order to reconstruct the corresponding pair potential.
For this purpose we first introduce some kinematical notation. We use a numbering of the particles such that the pair of interest consists of particles 1 and 2. As usual we take as one n-dimensional variable the relative distance x and momentum p of the chosen pair (1, 2). 9) where µ 12 is the reduced mass of the pair (1, 2), µ 12 = m 1 m 2 /(m 1 + m 2 ). We also use the position x j and the momentum p j of the jth particle, j = 1, ..., N , relative to the center of mass of the pair (1,2),
where µ j is the reduced mass of the jth particle with respect to the center of mass of the pair (1,2),
andp j = −i∇x j is the momentum relative to some origin (see (1.1)). Note that x is the first Jacobi coordinate ξ 1 , p = µ 12 (p 2 /m 2 −p 1 /m 1 ) and p j /µ j are the relative velocities with respect the center of mass of the distinguished pair (1, 2) . {x, x 3 , . . . x N } and {p, p 3 , . . . p N } are sets of N − 1 independent ndimensional variables in the configuration and momentum space, respectively, relative to the center of mass frame. Let Φ 0 ∈ H be an asymptotic configuration with the product wave function of the form in momentum space,
) is a fixed normalized function with support in {(p 3 , . . . , p N ) : |p j | < µ j }; i.e., the particles 3 to N have speed smaller than one relative to the pair (1,2). We take an η > 0 such thatφ 12 ∈ C ∞ 0 (B µ12η ), where B µ12η denotes the open ball of center zero and radius µ 12 η in R n . The high-velocity state is defined as (see Enss and Weder [19] ) 13) where v = vv, |v| = 1, v j = v 2 d j , with d j = 0, for j = 3, . . . , N and where we assume that
We denote the relative velocities by
Then with d j = |d j |,
We denotev jk = v jk /|v jk |. We assume for all pairs (j, k) with q j,k = 0 that |v jk ·Ê| ≤ δ for some 0 ≤ δ < 1. It follows that in our high-velocity states the relative average velocity of the pair (1, 2) is v while all other particles travel with minimal velocity proportional to v 2 relative to each other as well as with respect to particles 1 and 2.
The relative momentum of particles j and k is 15) where in the derivative the positions of all other particles, as well as of the center of mass, are kept fixed. The relative velocity of the pair (j, k) is
It follows from the definition that φ 0 ∈ S(R n(N −1) ) and that
Moreover, by (1.10)
Hence, we have good initial localization uniformly in v,
Additionally, by (1.15) there are functions 19) where µ jk is the reduced mass of the pair (j, k),
Furthermore, η 12 = η, η 1j = 2(1 + ηµ 12 /m 1 ), η 2j = 2(1 + ηµ 12 /m 2 ), j = 3, . . . , N, and η jk = 4, for j, k = 3, . . . , N .
Note that by (1.10)
As in Enss and Weder [19] and Weder [39] , (1.18), (1.19), (1.21) and (1.22) allow us to reduce the proofs in the N-body case to the ones for two bodies. We introduce below an appropriate class of potentials where D β , D α0 denotes the derivative with the usual multi-index notation.
vs is the class of real-valued potentials, V 0, vs , that are relatively bounded with respect to the Laplacian with relative bound zero and
, the space of all continuously differentiable functions that tend to zero at infinity, and that 24) where without loss of generality we assume that γ 1 ≤ 2, otherwise V 0, l would be of short range.
Let ǫ 0 satisfy: 0 < ǫ 0 < γ 1 − 3 2 . After Hörmander [24] , we can write, without loss of generality that, for
The more intuitive condition
by Reed and Simon [35] , is equivalent to the decay property (1.23).
. We denote by V E the class of potentials, bounded and that
The class of potentials V E in Definition 1.2 is the same as in Adachi and Maehara [2] . Again we can assume, without loss of generality by [24] , that for all
with V E, l satisfying (1.29) and
We call the potentials V 0, vs and V E, vs very short-range, the potential V E, s short-range and the potentials V 0, l and V E, l long-range. For a particle with mass m and charge q, there is a formula for the free time evolution, it was proven simultaneously by Avron and Herbst [7] and by Veselić and Weidmann [38] . There is also a generalization for the time-dependent case considered by Kitada and Yajima [30] ,
We will also make frequent use of the following relations that are obtained under translation in configuration or momentum space generated by x or p, respectively, 
We denote by e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) the unit vector along the x 1 direction andÊ = E/|E|. We designate by q jk = (q k m j − q j m k )/(m j + m k ) the relative charge of the pair (j, k) and we denote by 0 j<k and E j<k , respectively, the sum over all indices, j < k, j, k = 1, . . . , N , with q jk = 0, and q jk = 0.
We assume that the potential of the N-body system is a multiplication operator that is a sum of pair potentials,
with V 0 jk ∈ V 0 (see Definition 1.1), and V E jk ∈ V E (see Definition 1.2). By using a decomposition of H 0 as in (1.7) for each pair (j, k) we see that each of the pair potentials V 0 jk and V E jk are relatively bounded with respect to H 0 with relative bound zero. Note that for a given pair the corresponding pair potential belongs to V 0 if the relative charge of the pair is zero and that it belongs to V E if the relative charge is different from zero. Then V is relatively bounded with respect to H 0 with relative bound zero and the interacting Hamiltonian,
It is convenient to split the potential into the very short-, short-and long-range potentials. For this purpose we define
be the Dollard modified scattering operator defined in equation (2.10) below.
Our main results are the reconstruction formulae given in Theorems 2.8 and 2.10 that we prove in Section II. The uniqueness result given in Theorem 1.3 follows from Theorem 2.8. 
2. Furthermore, it is possible to uniquely reconstruct the total potential V from any Dollard scattering operator S D . REMARK 1.4. Note that in item 1 of Theorem 1.3 it is enough to assume that the high-velocity limits of
) are the same. Furthermore, we prove item 2 of Theorem 1.3 giving a method for the unique reconstruction of V from the high-velocity limit of any Dollard scattering operator. See the reconstruction formulae (2.44), (2.75) and the proof of Theorem 1.3. REMARK 1.5. For a given V L ∈ V LR let us define, as in [2] and [39] , the scattering map
For a given V L ∈ V LR and a given V S ∈ V SR we define the scattering map
However, as we show in Remark 2.11 this result can also be proven using the reconstruction formula (2.75) given in Theorem 2.10, that is simpler than the formula (2.44) in Theorem 2.8, because in (2.75) it is not necessary to take the commutator of S D with a component of the momentum operator. This is important in applications where the tail at infinity of the potential is already known and one wishes to uniquely reconstruct V V S assuming that V S and V L are known. REMARK 1.7. Under the Stark effect, for a pair potential where the relative charge is not zero, the short-range decay rate at infinity of this potential depends on γ given in our equation (1.27) . Theorem 1.3 is proved by the first time by Weder [39] , where he considers γ > 3/4 and N-Body pair potentials which are short-range if the corresponding relative charge is not zero and long-range if the corresponding relative charge is zero. Then, for two body short-range potentials, Nicoleau [33] proves this Theorem with γ > 1/2, the dimension of the space n ≥ 3 and the regularity and decay of the potential:
for all multi-index β. Later, in the two-body case, Adachi and Maehara [2] improve the results of Nicoleau [33] because, besides γ > 1/2, they relax the conditions on the derivatives on the potential and use dimension n ≥ 2. Furthermore, Adachi and Maehara [2] consider long-range potentials whereas Nicoleau [33] does not. We improve the N-body results of Weder [39] . Our potential V is given, by
where, for all 1
jk has no counterpart in [39] , i.e. potentials that are long-range with respect to the Stark effect, when the relative charge q jk = 0, are not allowed in [39] whereas, here, we do. This is our first improvement over [39] . Secondly, in equation (1.4) of [39] γ > 3/4 and in our equation (1.27) we have γ > 1/2, thus we improve the results of [39] because our potential V E, s jk is allowed to have the optimal short-range decay rate at infinity.
We give a reconstruction formula with an error term that goes to zero as an inverse power of the velocity, that depends on the decay rate of the potentials, see Theorems 2.8 and 2.10. If we only assume (1.26), our results coincide with those of Adachi and Maehara [2] , in the case N = 2 and q 12 = 0. If, instead of (1.26), we assume (2.21), we give a sharper error term than theirs. In this sense, we can say that we obtain a new result, even in the two body case.
In this paper, we prove Theorem 1.3 by extending to the N-body case the results obtained, in the two-body case, by Adachi and Maehara [2] using the the findings published in 1993 [17] , 1994 [18] , 1995 [19] by V. Enss and R. Weder where a new time-dependent method was developed. Here, physical propagation properties of finite energy wave functions are used to estimate the high-velocity behavior of solutions of the Schrödinger equation and solve inverse scattering problems in quantum mechanics. It is intuitive from the point of view of the physics related to the problem. Contrary to the stationary approach, this method can be applied to study non-linear equations [36, 41-47, 49, 51-53] . Lately, this time-dependent approach has been exploited to study: Hamiltonians with electric and magnetic fields [4] [5] [6] 29] , N-body systems [18-20, 39, 40] , the Stark effect [1, 2, 33, 34, 39] , the Aharanov-Bohm effect [8] [9] [10] 32, 48, 54, 55] , time-dependent potentials [34, 40] , Dirac equation [15, [25] [26] [27] [28] , Klein-Gordon equation [15, 16, 44, 49] , mass and charge of black holes [11, 12] , amongst others.
II Reconstruction Formulae
Let us define .25), (1.29) and (1.30), respectively. We introduce the Graf-type modifier (2.2) Graf [21] and Zorbas [56] , to define auxiliary wave operators, whose existence and completeness were proven in the N body case for long-range Stark Hamiltonians by Adachi and Tamura [3] . We note that the v dependence of the Graf-type modifier (2.2) is first introduced in Adachi and Maehara [2] by taking into account the v dependence of Φ v . In Graf [21] and Zorbas [56] , v is taken 0 in the definiton of the Graf-type modified wave operators. We define the Graf-type modifier [2] , [21] , [56] and the Dollard-type modifier by (2.2), and (2.3), respectivelỹ
For completeness we mention, for the short-range case, the modified Graf propagator, the modified Graf wave operators [21] , [56] and the wave operators for the free channel which are defined, respectively, by (2.4) (2.5) and (2.6):
5)
The modified Dollard-Graf propagator, the modified Dollard-Graf wave operators [21] , [56] and the modified Dollard wave operators for the free channel are defined, respectively, by (2.7) (2.8) and (2.9):
Tamura proved the existence of the W ± for short range N-Body Stark systems [37] , Korotyaev [31] did it for the case N=3. Adachi and Tamura [3] , and, Herbst, Møller and Skibsted [23] proved the existence of W D ± given by (2.9) for the N-Body long-range case. Actually, the existence of the W D ± and W ± also follows from our estimates. We give the simple proof of the existence of Ω D,G,v ±
and Ω G,v ± in Proposition 2.6. The Dollard scattering operator S D from the free channel to the free channel is defined as
10)
S D is not unique because there is more than one short-and long-range splitting of the potential. We also mention the scattering operator S from the free channel to the free channel defined for the short-range case as
Proposition 2.1, below, shall be frequently used in this text. Its proof is given in the Proposition 2.10 in Enss [14] .
, for some m, η 0 > 0 and any l = 1, 2, 3, . . . there is a constant C l such that the following estimate is true:
for every v ∈ R n , t ∈ R and any measurable sets
To treat the case whether or not the relative charge q jk is zero, we define
where δ is such that |v jk ·Ê| ≤ δ < 1, for all integers 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N with q jk = 0. A cornerstone throughout this work is the existence of 0 < δ 1 , δ 2 ≤ 1 such that
When q 12 = 0, we can take δ 1 = δ 2 = 1, and if q 12 = 0, we use δ 1 = δ 2 = 1 − δ, Moreover, if 0 ≤σ ≤ 1, q 12 = 0, |p| ≤ µ 12 η, and η/v < √ 1 − δ/4, from a simple computation, there exist two positive constants c 1 and c 2 such that
For any pair (j, k), we establish three conditions: ζ a jk as "γ 1 < 2 and there is, at least, one pair (j
We define the following constant, for any ǫ > 0:
(2.15)
Then there exists a constant C, such that for all t ∈ R, for every v jk ∈ R n , as in (1.14), with v jk ≥ 4η jk / 1 − δ jk and v = v 12 , for all f jk ∈ C ∞ 0 (B µ jk η jk ), for all integers 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N, for all κ > 0 and 0 <ǫ < min{4ǫ 0 , 2γ D + 5µ + ǫ 0 − 5/2, 2γ D + 6µ − 3}, one has that
16)
Proof. By (1.21) and (
The norm
is bounded by a finite sum of terms of the form C 
Let us assume
If q j ′ k ′ = 0, we have that 2) and (j, k) = (1, 2),
This implies that (2.16) is true.
In the other hand, similarly to (2.20), we have that,
Then, it follows that
This proves Equation (2.17). Lemma (2.3), below, is a generalization of equations (3.8) and (3.17) in Weder [39] . Note that conditions (1.23) and (1.26) imply that
is an integrable function of R for all g ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n ) (see Corollary 2.4 in Enss [14] ). It follows that potentials in V E,vs and V 0,vs , satisfy condition (2.21) below with ρ = 0. Of course, larger ρ means faster decay. LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that V vs jk is given as in (2.1) and satisfies ∞) ) such that for every v jk ∈ R n with v jk > c for some constant 0 < c, we have the following estimate, for all integers 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N :
Proof. Let us take g jk ∈ C ∞ 0 (B µ jk η jk ) that satisfies g jk ≡ 1 on the support of f jk .
where, for any positive constant λ,
We give the proof for the pair (1, 2), the other cases are similar, using Jacobi coordinates based in the pair (j, k). Let us set x =x 2 −x 1 , p = −i∇ x we obtain as in (1.7) that
where I ⊗Ĥ 0 conmutes with x, by virtue ofĤ 0 's independence from x. Note that ν 1 = µ 12 . Let us write v = v 12 = |v|. Therefore, thanks to commutativity
We observe that the second factor in the tensorial product above conmutes with any operator depending on x and p. It is also unitary, thus it disappears from the following norm estimations. We define M ′ = {x ∈ R n |x − vt| ≥ λ|vt|5/8} and M = {x ∈ R n |x| < λ|vt|/8}. We proceed as in Weder [39] using (1.31)-(1.34).
To justify (2.24), we will prove that r ≥ λ|vt|/4 in Proposition 2.1, provided v > 4η/λ. Let us take x ∈ M ′ and y ∈ M + vt, then |x − y| = | (x − vt) − (y − vt) | ≥ λ|vt|5/8 − λ|vt|/8 = λ|vt|/2. Thus, r ≥ λ|vt|/2 − η|t| ≥ λ|vt|/2 − λ|vt|/4.
Application of Lemma 2.2, equation (2.17), yields for an ǫ > 0,
Then, by (2.13), 
there is a constant 0 < c such that for every v jk ∈ R n with v jk > c, the following estimate is true for all 0 < ǫ 1 < 1 :
(2.27)
Proof.
The proof is quite similar to that of Lemma 2.2 in Adachi and Maehara [2] . To simplify the notation let us assume, in this Lemma, that q 12 = 0 and consider the pair (1,2), i.e. x =x 2 −x 1 , p = −i∇ x . Let us take g 12 ∈ C ∞ 0 (B µ12η ) that satisfies g 12 ≡ 1 on the support of f 12 . We simplify as follows, noting that V E, s 12 is bounded:
where, for 0 <α < 1, 
By lemma 2.2 of Adachi and Maehara [2] (see also page 042101-5, equation 2.10 of [2]), we get, for all 0 <α < 1 and v sufficiently large that
We finish the proof by settingα = α, , we have the following estimate:
Proof.
The proof in the case where q jk = 0 is quite similar to that of Lemma 3.3 in Enss and Weder [19] , and the proof in the case where q jk = 0 is quite similar to that of Lemma 3.4 in Adachi and Maehara [2] . In this Lemma, let us denote x =x k −x j , p = −i∇ x . From (2.14), a constant is defined as follows 
where
30)
31) 31)-(1.35) and the Baker-CampbellHausdorff formula [13] ,
For q jk = 0, ǫ 0 < γ 1 − 3/2, having in consideration that in the support of V l jk,v jk t we must have |x| ≥ (c/2)|v jk t|, (2.16) and (2.34) imply that
Then, by the fact that I 1 is uniformly bounded, for all t ∈ R and all v jk , dt
jk ). We consider now the case when q jk = 0. Recall that in the support of V 
jk ) and
By a straightforward calculation, providedσ
Using Adachi and Maehara's computations [2] of the last three terms of the integral of I 3 in the proof of their Lemma 3.4, assuming thatσ jk < 2 − 2/(γ D + 2µ), we obtain:
Thus we have, in general: and Ω G,v ± exist and, moreover,
Proof. We give only the proof for Ω
, the other is similar. Note that:
Furthermore, for any Φ ∈ L 2 we have that:
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, taking into account that the integrand is dominated by 4|Φ| 2 for all t. This proves the proposition. Now we focus in the wave operator estimates. We use Jacobi Coordinates based on the pair (1,2), where 2) . Lemma 2.7, below, is a N-body generalization of Lemma 3.5 in Adachi and Maehara [2] . See also Lemma 4.6 of Adachi, Kamada, Kazuno and Toratani [1] , for a generalization of Lemma 3.5 of Adachi and Maehara [2] to the case where the external electric field is asymptotically zero in time, in the two-body case. LEMMA 2.7. Let α be as in Definition 1.2, where, without loss of generality, α = 1 if q jk = 0 for all 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N. For all 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N, let 0 < σ jk ≤ 1 be as in Lemma 2.5. Let us take
Then, for all Φ v as in (1.13) with a fixed normalizedφ 3 , where, with δ jk being defined as in (2.12), the relative velocities satisfy |v jk ·Ê| ≤ δ jk for all integers 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N with q j,k = 0, and v jk > v 1/σ jk 0 for some v 0 > 0 and all integers 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N :
In the short-range case, where V l jk = 0 (see (2.1)) for all 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N, we obtain the following result
for all 0 < ǫ 1 < 1.
We give the proof for Ω
. By Duhamel's formula, (1.31) and (1.33) :
Using that the Graf-type modifierŨ G,v (t) (2.2) conmutes with any operator, and Lemmata 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, it follows for any 0 < ǫ 1 < 1, t ∈ R:
The proof is finished by the use of the following arguments:
, and noting that v 12 = v and v jk is O(v 2 ) for j < k = 3, . . . , N. Lemma 2.5 above defines two sets of exponents σ jk andσ jk . Theorem 2.8 below needs σ jk > 1/2. For this purpose we have to ask, for all 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N with q jk = 0 and V l jk = 0, that θ jk , being as in (2.15), must hold: 
We can also use Theorem 1.3 with short-range potentials: the condition 3 − 4(γ D + µ)/3 < γ 1 is always true because, without loss of generality, we can take γ 1 = 2 in this situation. 
Let us set p l = p · e l for any l = 1, . . . , N. Then, for all Φ v , Ψ v as in (1.13) with the same fixed normalizedφ 3 , with δ jk being defined as in (2.12), the relative velocities satisfy |v jk ·Ê| ≤ δ jk for all integers 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N with q j,k = 0, and
for some v 0 > 0, as in Lemma 2.5, and all integers 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N : 
is independent of the decomposition of the potential V into the part V V S + V S , that is of short range under the constant electric field E and the part V L that is long-range; that is used for the definition of the Dollard scattering operator (2.10).
The scattering operator can be expressed as
, by (2.10) and (2.40) . 
withx defined as (1.2) and V t = V 3,t + V 12,t where
and 
In the derivation of (2.48) and (2.49) we used thatŨ G,v (t) commutes with any operator. We are going to need to translate the Dollard-type modifier (2.3) 
53)
There exists C > 0 that uniformly bounds the following expression, for all j < k:
Then,
Thus, by Lemmata 2.3, 2.4 and 2.7, if V l jk = 0 for all 1 ≤ j < k ≤ N : 
(2.57)
Now, let us compute the following:
We have used the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem: There exist 0 < δ 1 , δ 2 ≤ 1 such that |v jk s+e 1 q jk Es 2 /(2µ jk )| ≥ δ 1 |v jk t| 2 + δ 2 (q jk E/(2µ jk )) 2 t 4 , since, |v jk ·Ê| ≤ δ < 1, by (2.13), when q 12 = 0, we can take δ 1 = δ 2 = 1, and if q 12 = 0, we use δ 1 = δ 2 = 1 − δ. We can estimate V s jk (v jk s+ e 1 q jk Es 2 /(2µ jk )) as follows:
This last term is integrable in R because 1/2 < γ ≤ 1. Note that pointwise in τ ,
The latter calculations suggest us to define:
With this notation
Let us analyze the rate of convergence of h (1) v . On one hand, with t = τ /v :
(e
On the other hand:
Consider two cases, with 0 < a ≤ 1 in mind:
(a) |τ /v| < 1: Clearly we have that |τ /v| a ≥ |τ /v|, therefore: 
Now we study |h (1) v (τ )|'s decay as v → ∞ applying Lemma 2.3, and (2.67), (2.68) with a = ρ:
For 0 ≤ ρ < 1, by Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem
where we used that lim v→∞ v ρ h
v (τ ) = 0, since by (2.67) and (2.68) with a = 1 we have v ρ |h
As a result
At this moment, we turn our attention to the rate of convergence of h
v . When |x + τv| ≤ |τ |/2, we have |x| ≥ |τ | − |x + τv| ≥ |τ |/2. With the last inequality we can estimate the second factor in the scalar product of (2.65). Let g be a C ∞ 0 (R n ) such that g(p)ψ 12 =ψ 12 . By (2.67) and (2.68):
Due to the short-range condition (2.21), the first integral in (2.71) is finite; the fast decay in configuration space of Ψ 12 makes the second integral in (2.71) be bounded:
Hence, for ρ = 1 v |h
and for 0 ≤ ρ < 1, by Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem
where we used that lim v→∞ v ρ h (2) v (τ ) = 0, since by (2.67) and (2.68) with a = 1 we have v ρ |h
We have just estimated the rate of convergence of J 1 , the first term in the right-hand side of (2.51). Sincê
), therefore, we can apply the same treatment to J 2 , the second term in the right-hand side of (2.51). For J 3 , in the right-hand side of (2.51), when we estimate the term with ∂/∂x l V E,s 12 we have that
satisfies the very short-range condition if ρ s < α ≤ 1. Nevertheless, when q 12 = 0, we do not have an extra error term of the form o(v −ρs ) because in (2.56) and (2.57) ρ < α, for that reason one can always choose ρ s such that ρ < ρ s < α ≤ 1. Regarding J 4 in (2.51), we estimate the term with ∂/∂x l V l 12 , one sees that
satisfies the very short-range condition if 
Finally, to prove the convergence rate given in (2.44) we sum the terms, corresponding to I(v), R(v), I G,v , respectively, in (2.46), recalling (2.56), (2.57), (2.66), (2.70), (2.72), (2.74) and taking in consideration (2.73) with the highest possible values of ρ l in order to have the optimal error rate in all the cases enounced in Theorem 2.8.
The following reconstruction formula is of independent interest. THEOREM 2.10. Assume the same hypothesis as in Theorem 2.8, Then 
The left hand side of (2.75) can be written as equal to the right hand side of (2.46) exactly with the same I G,v but with
and, with the same V 3,t and V t as in the proof of Theorem 2.8, (1.12) . Let y be an element of a two dimensional subspace of R n , for instance, we associate each y = (y 1 , y 2 ) ∈ R 2 with the vector y 1 e 1 + y 2 e 2 ∈ R n . We express by Additionally F (|x| < |y|/2)φ 12 (x − y) = 1 1 + |x − y| 2 F (|x| < |y|/2)(1 + |x − y| 2 )φ 12 (x − y)
Then, f 1 (y) ∈ L 2 (R 2 ). Moreover, f 1 (y) is continuous because the operator e −ip·y is strongly continuous on L 2 (R 2 ). Working with f 2 and f 3 is analogous to the case of f 1 , remarking that (1.28) and (1.29) imply that Then, the Plancherel formula associated with the Radon transform [22] 12 , ψ 12 that Q 12 (x) ≡ 0 a.e. We conclude that the total potential V is uniquely determined by the high-velocity limit of the commutator of any Dollard scattering operator S D and some component of the momentum.
We consider the reconstruction problem of the total potential V as in (1.36) , by means of Theorem 2.8. We assume q 12 = 0 because the case q 12 = 0 is easier. Let us compute V 12 := V ∈ V E, l are the very short-, short-and long-range potentials, respectively, for the pair (1, 2) . Let us assume that we want to recover V almost everywhere as a function.
